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Simplicity
We are in the business of simplifying
everyday life – with well-considered
products that are functional and beautiful
and most of all – stunningly simple.
Simple to use, simple to clean. So simple,
that they consume a bare minimum of
energy, if any – most of our coffee and
tea makers don’t come with a power plug
– and so simple that they generate the
smallest amount of waste possible. Life
is complicated enough your everyday
pleasures shouldn’t be.
Over the years we’ve been rewarded
for these efforts with numerous design
awards from all over the world. While
we take great pride in these awards,
the loyalty of our customers is far more
rewarding. Our customers recognize
and love us for who we are – a company
that has stuck to its “design follows
function” philosophy while reinventing
“Modern” for the 21st century.
Our products add a touch of elegance to
any restaurant, café or hotel setting; from
our coffee and tea makers, our drinkware
and table top collections, to our outdoor
and in room products.
1 PAVINA Double Wall Glass
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COFFEE

BODUM® was founded in 1944 by Peter Bodum. Launching a new business during the war
wasn’t easy, and jobs were scarce, but my father sensed it was time to venture out on his
own. He was incredibly fortunate to be granted an import license, and by the late 1940s
he had achieved great success. As he looked to grow the business, he found new interest
in coffee makers. The company’s first vacuum coffee maker, MOCCA, was introduced in
the early fifties, but it wasn’t until 1958 with the production of the SANTOS Vacuum Coffee
maker that BODUM® became a household name for quality coffee products, and coffee
has been the major product group for BODUM® ever since.
In the 1970s we introduced the now iconic French press, which continues to be BODUM®’s
most popular item. Today, the majority of BODUM® coffee makers are produced at our
factory in Portugal, where producing the highest quality products as well as environmental responsibility and safe working conditions are of the utmost importance.
In the years to come we are focused on expanding BODUM®’s factory in Portugal and
moving more and more BODUM® products there, this move will make the entire process
from design to manufacturing a family operation. Another important part of the BODUM®
line is our collection of electric products that have been introduced over the past few
years. Centered around coffee, from boiling water to grinding beans to the perfect
automatic brew produced by our BISTRO Automatic Pour Over Coffee Machine, the
collection encompasses everything the modern kitchen might need.
But no matter how much we grow, we will always reflect on our core value that form
should follow function.
— Jørgen Bodum

COFFEE BREWING METHOD

French Press
The French press coffee maker is the
simplest of all brewing systems, where
coarsely ground beans meet hot water
right off the boil. The right temperature
(92–96 °C, 195–205 °F) brings the optimal
extraction power for the essential oils
in the beans to develop their full flavor
profile in just four minutes. An easy press
on the plunger locks the grinds at the
bottom of the glass carafe and stops
the brewing process. CHAMBORD®, p. 5
Cold Brew
Quality cold brewed coffee can be made
using essentially the same steps. Instead
of hot water, add filtered water at room
temperature and stir. Place the lid on the
carafe and let brew for 12 –24 hours at
room temperature or in your refrigerator.
Press and enjoy!
Pour Over
The pour over brew method features a
fine mesh stainless steel filter that eliminates need for paper filters. Paper filters
actually absorb the coffee’s essential
oils hence robbing coffee of true flavor,
plus no paper filter means no waste!

4 Minute Brew Time

12 Hour Brew Time

4 Minute Brew Time

POUR OVER, p. 17

Note: For the French press and cold brewing
methods, BODUM® recommends a coarse grind.
For the pour over brewing method, BODUM®
recommends a medium grind.

No paper filter!

No capsule!
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FRENCH PRESS

CHAMBORD®
CHAMBORD® is a true original. The
iconic design, now synonymous with
the BODUM® name, dates back to
the 1950s. To this day we continue to
produce the CHAMBORD® with the
same artisan craftsmanship of yesteryear, but with a focus on environmentally responsible manufacturing in our
BODUM® owned factory in Portugal.
The French press system continues to
be a greener way to brew coffee with
the truest flavor possible.

CHAMBORD®

Coffee Maker
Stainless steel
1.
2.
3.
4.

1932-16
1928-16
1924-16
1923-16

12 cup, 1.5 l, 51 oz
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz
4 cup, 0.5 l, 17 oz
3 cup, 0.35 l, 12 oz
1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

CHAMBORD®

Coffee Maker
Gold-plated stainless steel
1.
2.
3.
4.

1932-17
1928-17
1924-17
1923-17

12 cup, 1.5 l, 51 oz
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz
4 cup, 0.5 l, 17 oz
3 cup, 0.35 l, 12 oz

CHAMBORD®

Coffee Maker
Copper-plated stainless steel
*Only beaker is dishwasher safe
11652-18

8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz

CHAMBORD®

Dishwasher Safe

Sugar and Creamer Set
Copper-plated stainless steel,
*Only beaker is dishwasher safe
4922-18

Brew Time
4 minutes.

1 CHAMBORD® Stainless Steel French Press
Made in
Europe
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FRENCH PRESS

BODUM® COLUMBIA
The BODUM® COLUMBIA Coffee
Makers are made of double wall
stainless steel which means that
your coffee stays hot much longer.
The air in between the two walls
provides a highly effective layer of
insulation. The COLUMBIA is not
just any nice looking coffee pot: It is
a coffee press. After all, you would
not want to compromise taste for
beauty. And it works just like any of
our coffee presses.

BODUM® COLUMBIA

Double Wall Coffee Maker
Stainless steel
1.
2.
3.
4.

1312-16
1308-16
11055-16
1303-16

12 cup
, 1.5 l, 51 oz
8 cup
, 1.0 l, 34 oz
4 cup
, 0.5 l, 17 oz
3 cup
, 0.35 l, 12 oz
1

2

3

4

BODUM® COLUMBIA

Milk Jug

Stainless steel
0.7 l, 24 oz
10913-16		

BODUM® COLUMBIA

Sugar and Creamer Set
Stainless steel
K1305-16

BODUM® COLUMBIA

Tea Press

Stainless steel
11496-16		
1.5 l, 51 oz

Dishwasher Safe

1 BODUM® COLUMBIA Double Wall Coffee Maker
1 PAVINA Double Wall Tumbler

Brew Time
4 minutes.
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FRENCH PRESS

CHAMBORD® with Locking-Lid
This coffee maker is a beautiful
extension of our classic CHAMBORD®
line of products with their signature
handles and knobs. The borosilicate
glass of the CHAMBORD® coffee
maker is encased in stainless steel,
protecting the glass beautifully.
The simple push of a lever lets the
coffee flow into the cup – all easily
manageable with one hand.

CHAMBORD®

Coffee Maker
With patented locking-lid system,
Stainless steel
1.
2.
3.
4.

11173-16
11172-16
11171-16
11170-16

12 cup
, 1.5 l, 51 oz
8 cup
, 1.0 l, 34 oz
4 cup
, 0.5 l, 17 oz
3 cup
, 0.35 l, 12 oz
1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

CHAMBORD®

Coffee Maker
With patented locking-lid system,
Gold-plated stainless steel
1.
2.
3.
4.

11173-17
11172-17
11171-17
11170-17

12 cup
, 1.5 l, 51 oz
8 cup
, 1.0 l, 34 oz
4 cup
, 0.5 l, 17 oz
3 cup
, 0.35 l, 12 oz

CHAMBORD®

Coffee Maker
With patented locking-lid system,
Copper-plated stainless steel
*Only beaker is dishwasher safe
1.
2.
3.
4.

11173-18
11172-18
11171-18
11170-18

12 cup
, 1.5 l, 51 oz
8 cup
, 1.0 l, 34 oz
4 cup
, 0.5 l, 17 oz
3 cup
, 0.35 l, 12 oz

Dishwasher Safe

Brew Time
4 minutes.

CHAMBORD®

Espresso Maker
Stainless steel body

2 CHAMBORD® Coffee Makers with Locking-Lid System
2 PAVINA Double Wall Tumblers

10617-16

6 cup, 0.35 l, 12 oz

Made in
Europe
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FRENCH PRESS

MELIOR
This coffee maker is a beautiful
extension of our classic CHAMBORD®
line of products. It has a soft grip
handle and knob.

WITH
SOFT
GRIP

MELIOR

Coffee Maker
Stainless steel, with Soft Grip handle
and knob
1.
2.
3.
4.

11735-16
11734-16
11733-16
11732-16

Available Soon

12 cup
, 1.5 l, 51 oz
8 cup
, 1.0 l, 34 oz
4 cup
, 0.5 l, 17 oz
3 cup
, 0.35 l, 12 oz
1

2

3

4

→

Dishwasher Safe

Brew Time
4 minutes.

1 MELIOR Coffee Maker
Made in
Europe
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FRENCH PRESS

The French press coffee maker is
the simplest of all brewing systems,
where coarsely ground beans meet
hot water right off the boil. The right
temperature (92–96 °C, 195–205 °F)
brings the optimal extraction power
for the essential oils in the beans to
develop their full flavor profile in just
four minutes. An easy press on the
plunger locks the grinds at the bottom of the glass carafe and stops
the brewing process.

KENYA

Coffee Maker
Stainless steel frame and plunger
11751-16		
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz

BRAZIL

Coffee Maker
Stainless steel plunger, plastic frame
10938-01		
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz

01

913

01

913

JAVA

Coffee Maker
Stainless steel plunger, plastic frame
1908-01		
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz

Dishwasher Safe

Brew Time
4 minutes.

1 KENYA Coffee Maker
Made in
Europe
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FRENCH PRESS

EILEEN
Designed in honor of the great Irish
designer Eileen Gray, as well as all
coffee lovers who frequent the bistros
and cafés of Paris – Gray’s adopted
city. Bodum®’s classic EILEEN Coffee
Maker makes a stylish addition to any
tabletop decor. Perfect for gifting and
entertaining. The solid stainless steel
frame protects borosilicate glass
beaker and round handle designed
for comfortable, secure grip.

EILEEN

Coffee Maker
Stainless steel
1.
2.
3.

11195-16
11196-16
11198-16

8 cup
, 1.0 l, 34 oz
4 cup
, 0.5 l, 17 oz
3 cup
, 0.35 l, 12 oz

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

EILEEN

Coffee Maker
Gold-plated stainless steel
1.
2.
3.

11195-17
11196-17
11198-17

8 cup
, 1.0 l, 34 oz
4 cup
, 0.5 l, 17 oz
3 cup
, 0.35 l, 12 oz

EILEEN

Coffee Maker
Copper-plated stainless steel
*Only beaker is dishwasher safe
1.
2.
3.

11195-18
11196-18
11198-18

8 cup
, 1.0 l, 34 oz
4 cup
, 0.5 l, 17 oz
3 cup
, 0.35 l, 12 oz

EILEEN

Coffee Maker
Dishwasher Safe

Stainless steel
*Only beaker is dishwasher safe
1.
2.

11195-01
11195-913

8 cup
, 1.0 l, 34 oz
8 cup
, 1.0 l, 34 oz

Brew Time
4 minutes.

1 EILEEN Coffee Maker
Made in
Europe
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POUR OVER

POUR OVER
The POUR OVER promises excellent,
rich taste and robust aroma while
maintaining the natural oils of the
ground coffee. For the perfect cup
of coffee, simply fill the cone-shaped
filter with freshly ground coffee and
pour a small amount of heated water
over them until soaked. Slowly pour
the remaining hot water into the filter.
Coffee will drip into the mouth-blown,
borosilicate glass carafe and, in
3–4 minutes, will be ready to serve.
Remove the filter from the carafe
before serving and enjoy!

POUR OVER

Coffee Maker
Glass carafe, Stainless steel
mesh filter
1.
2.
3.

11593-01
11571-01
11592-01

12 cup
, 1.5 l, 51 oz
8 cup
, 1.0 l, 34 oz
4 cup
, 0.5 l, 17 oz
1
01

2

3

913

POUR OVER

Double Wall Coffee Maker
With and without handle
1.

11672-01

8 cup
, 1.0 l, 34 oz, handle

1

POUR OVER
Dishwasher Safe

Coffee Maker
With cork,
*Only glass and filter are dishwasher safe
1.
2.

11571-109
11592-109

8 cup
, 1.0 l, 34 oz
4 cup
, 0.5l, 17 oz

BPA Free
Non-toxic plastic.
Food safe.

Brew Time
4 minutes.

2 POUR OVER Coffee Makers with Cork
1 PAVINA Double Wall Tumblers

1

2

POUR OVER

Double Wall Coffee Maker
With cork,
*Only glass and filter are dishwasher safe

Made in
Europe

11682-109		
8 cup, 1.0 l, 34 oz
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TEA

No wonder tea has been the most popular drink after water for centuries. Black teas,
white teas, green teas, herbal teas, fruit teas, rooibos teas – the options for pleasure
and delight are simply limitless. We have the right tea maker for all of your tea
preferences, including iced tea.
Tea brewing doesn’t get any purer than with the BODUM® tea presses. With this unique
system your tea is brewed precisely to your desired strength and aroma. We developed
the tea press in collaboration with the English Tea Council over 30 years ago and we’ve
been perfecting it ever since.
BODUM® tea presses are made of the highest quality borosilicate glass – a material
that doesn’t stain and is absolutely neutral in taste. The glass allows you to observe
the brewing process and stop it when it’s exactly right. It’s just fascinating to see all
the beautiful tea colors come to life. The BODUM® tea presses are as much a pleasure
for your eyes as they are for your taste buds.
Our collection of various infusers are the perfect match when brewing green teas,
rooibos teas and herbal teas which have become more and more popular. Here,
the brewing process does not necessarily need interruption and the leaves can
be left to swirl freely in the infuser to develop their full flavor. The filter with the tea
leaves inside can be removed to stop the brewing process and used again to
re-infuse quality loose leaf tea a second time. Green tea for example can be reused
for up to four times, taken that it is a high quality loose leaf tea.

TEA BREWING METHOD

Tea Press
The tea press utilizes the same brewing
system as the French press to allow for
full control of the tea steeping process.
Once your preferred coloring and strength
is reached, you simply press down the
plunger and seal the tea leaves into the
bottom part of the filter that has no holes.
This makes the brewing process stop with
one easy push and you can discard or
re-use the tea leaves after you have enjoyed your beverage. Silicone rim secures
filter firmly into the teapot and stays cool
to the touch for safe removal. ASSAM, p. 23

Note: All loose leaf teas are suitable for
the BODUM® tea press. The tea press works
best with fruit teas and black tea because
it interrupts the brewing process – avoiding
bitterness.

Teapot And Tea Infuser
Tea leaves can be left to swirl freely in
the infuser to develop their full flavor,
and can be left to brew without interruption. The filter, along with the tea leaves,
can be removed at any time to stop the
brewing process and can even be used a
second time to re-infuse quality loose
leaf tea. The highest quality green tea,
for example, can be reused up to four
times. CHAMBORD®, p. 25
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TEA PRESSES

BODUM® COLUMBIA
BODUM® COLUMBIA pairs utility with
timeless elegance. Highly polished
stainless steel and classic design
make this the perfect choice for
entertaining and gifting. The French
press brewing system allows for full
control over the tea steeping process.
The silicone plunger locks the tea
leaves into bottom of the filter once
brewing is complete, cutting off
access of water to the tea leaves.
This allows tea to be used multiple
times.

BODUM® COLUMBIA

Tea Press

Stainless steel
11496-16		
1.5 l, 51 oz

EILEEN

Tea Press
Stainless steel
1.5 l, 51 oz
11199-16		

CLASSIC

Tea Press
With stainless steel filter and lid
1.
2.

10454-16
10453-16

1.2l
, 40 oz
0.6l
, 20 oz
1

1 BODUM® COLUMBIA Tea Press
2 PAVINA Double Wall Tumblers

2

Dishwasher Safe
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TEA PRESSES

ASSAM
The ASSAM Tea Press is the icon
among the wide variety of BODUM®
Tea Presses. Its classic round shape
and borosilicate glass let all teas
shine in their best light. Contrary to
non-transparent pots, the glass pot
allows the distinct color palates to be
viewed as they are a big part of any
tea lover’s delight. There is also a very
practical reason for making glass the
preferred staging ground for your
teas: You have precise control over
the extraction and strength of the tea
as the color’s intensity indicates how
far along in the brewing process.

ASSAM

Tea Press
With glass handle, Stainless steel
filter and lid
1.
2.
3.

1802-16
1801-16
1807-16

1.5 l
, 51 oz
1.0 l
, 34 oz
0.5 l
, 17 oz

1

2

3

ASSAM

Tea Press
With plastic handle and lid, Stainless
steel filter
1.

1805-01

1.0 l
, 34 oz
1

Dishwasher Safe

1 ASSAM Tea Press
1 PAVINA Double Wall Tumbler

Made in
Europe
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TEAPOT

CHAMBORD®
The CHAMBORD® Teapot comes with
a wide filter basket in the borosilicate
glass bowl which lets the tea leaves
swirl freely and gives them the space
they need to live up to their full aroma
potential. Whether you prefer black or
green teas – the CHAMBORD® serves
them all perfectly; giving them the
stage they deserve and displaying
their unique coloring beautifully.

1 CHAMBORD® Tea Pot

CHAMBORD®

Teapot

With stainless steel filter and lid
1.3 l, 44 oz
1921-16-6		

Dishwasher Safe
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D R I N K WA R E

BODUM® premiered its line of double wall glasses in 2002. The inventive design coupled
with timeliness style made these glasses an instant classic. Over the past ten years,
the collection has earned numerous awards and expanded to include a variety of styles
and sizes. Made of heat-resistant borosilicate glass, and individually mouth-blown by
expert artisans, the double wall construction creates a highly effective layer of insulation.
Hot drinks stay hot longer, while the glass remains cool to the touch, and cold drinks stay
cold without producing messy condensation. The result is endless serving possibilities.
The patent pending hydrophobic silicone vent at the bottom of each glass equalizes
pressure within the walls of the glass with the outside air pressure. The glass will selfadjust to any temperature liquid, and the vent is only permeable to air, not water,
so whether your beverage is hot or cold it will never allow fluids into the interior of
the glass layers.
Our new collection of unbreakable Outdoor Tumblers, allows you to entertain with
BODUM® classic design silhouettes at your next BBQ or poolside gathering!
These Outdoor Tumblers have the same thermal properties as our glass versions, so
your hot drinks will stay hot and cold drinks will stay cold for a longer period of time
and with no messy condensation rings to worry about! Crystal clear design for the
outdoors. We’ll toast to that.

D R I N K WA R E

Double Wall Glass
Double wall glasses that breathe!
A silicone vent at the base of each of
BODUM®’s Double Wall Glasses equalizes
the air pressure between the two layers
of glass when either hot or cold liquids
are added. Permeable only to air, never
water, the vent enhances durability and
will never allow liquids to enter between
the two layers.
Use & Care
Every double wall glass is mouth-blown
by expert artisans, and therefore each
may have slight differences in height,
thickness, and weight. To preserve the
longevity of the glass, please keep in
mind the following:
Microwave Safe
Up to 350 °F/180 °C.

Oven Safe
Up to 350 °F/180 °C.

Dishwasher Safe

The BODUM® Double Wall Glasses have won the following awards:
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D R I N K WA R E

Double Wall Glasses

PAVINA

Double Wall Glass
2 Pcs set
1.
2.
3.
4.

4560-10
4559-10
4558-10
4557-10

0.45 l
, 15 oz
0.35 l
, 12 oz
0.25 l
, 8 oz
0.08 l
, 2.5 oz
1

2

3

4

3

4

ASSAM

Double Wall Glass
2 Pcs set
1.
2.
3.
4.

4547-10
4556-10
4555-10
4554-10

0.4 l
, 13.5 oz
0.25 l
, 8 oz
0.2 l
, 6 oz
0.1 l
, 3 oz
1

2

Microwave Safe
Up to 350 °F/180 °C.

Oven Safe
Up to 350 °F/180 °C.

2 PAVINA Double Wall Glasses

Dishwasher Safe
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D R I N K WA R E

Double Wall Glasses

BODUM® CANTEEN

Double Wall Glass
2 Pcs set
1.
2.
3.

10110-10
10109-10
10108-10

0.4 l
, 13.5 oz
0.2 l
, 6 oz
0.1 l
, 3 oz

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

BODUM® CANTEEN

Double Wall Mug
2 Pcs set
1.
2.

10326-10
10325-10

0.4 l
, 13.5 oz
0.2 l
, 6 oz

PILATUS

Double Wall Glass
2 Pcs set
1.
2.
3.

10485-10
10484-10
11477-10

0.35 l
, 12 oz
0.25 l
, 8 oz
0.08 l
, 2.5 oz
3

Microwave Safe
Up to 350 °F/180 °C.

Oven Safe
Up to 350 °F/180 °C.

2 BODUM® CANTEEN Double Wall Glasses

Dishwasher Safe
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D R I N K WA R E

Double Wall Glasses

BISTRO

Double Wall Mug
2 Pcs set
1.
2.
3.
4.

10608-10
10606-10
10604-10
10602-10

0.45 l
, 15 oz
0.45 l
, 15 oz
0.3 l
, 10 oz
0.15 l
, 5 oz

1

2

3

4

TITLIS

Double Wall Glass
2 Pcs set
1.
2.
3.

10483-10
10482-10
10481-10

0.45 l
, 15 oz
0.35 l
, 12 oz
0.25 l
, 8 oz

1

2

3

Microwave Safe
Up to 350 °F/180 °C.

Oven Safe
Up to 350 °F/180 °C.

1 BISTRO Double Wall Mug

Dishwasher Safe
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D R I N K WA R E

Double Wall Glasses

SKÅL

Double Wall Glass
2 Pcs set
1.
2.

10594-10
10593-10

0.35 l
, 12 oz
0.2 l
, 6 oz

1

2

Microwave Safe
Up to 350 °F/180 °C.

Oven Safe
Up to 350 °F/180 °C.

1 SKÅL Double Wall Glass

Dishwasher Safe
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TA B L E TO P

Our award winning drinkware is a perfect compliment to our functional and stylish table
top collection. Together they form an elegant backdrop for your food creations – feast
for the eyes and the tastebuds.

1 CEYLON Infusion Jug
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TA B L E TO P

Napkin Rings
Our napkin rings are made of nickleplated brass and from a production
point of view are a very complicated
product to produce even though it
looks so easy and simple. You can
buy them in sets of 3 or 4 or you can
buy them individually.

Napkin Rings
Nickle-plated brass
4831-16
4832-16
4833-16
4834-16
4835-16
4836-16

8 x 6 cm, 3.17 x 2.34 in
6.5 x 6.5 cm, 2.5 x 2.5 in
4.5 x 5 cm, 1.75 x 2 in
4 x 5.5 cm, 1.6 x 2.17 in
4 x 6.5 cm, 1.6 x 2.5 in
5 x 5.5 cm, 2 x 2.17 in

4898-16		
4899-16		

napkin rings 3 piece set
napkin rings 4 piece set

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

Napkin Rings
Gold-plated
4831-17
4832-17
4833-17
4834-17
4835-17
4836-17

8 x 6 cm, 3.17 x 2.34 in
6.5 x 6.5 cm, 2.5 x 2.5 in
4.5 x 5 cm, 1.75 x 2 in
4 x 5.5 cm, 1.6 x 2.17 in
4 x 6.5 cm, 1.6 x 2.5 in
5 x 5.5 cm, 2 x 2.17 in

4898-17		
4899-17		

napkin rings 3 piece set
napkin rings 4 piece set

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Napkin Rings
Copper-plated
4831-18
4832-18
4833-18
4834-18
4835-18
4836-18

8 x 6 cm, 3.17 x 2.34 in
6.5 x 6.5 cm, 2.5 x 2.5 in
4.5 x 5 cm, 1.75 x 2 in
4 x 5.5 cm, 1.6 x 2.17 in
4 x 6.5 cm, 1.6 x 2.5 in
5 x 5.5 cm, 2 x 2.17 in

4898-18		
4899-18		

napkin rings 3 piece set
napkin rings 4 piece set

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1 Napkin Ring, Copper
Made in
Europe
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TA B L E TO P

Salt & Pepper Grinders

BISTRO

Salt and Pepper Grinder
The powerful ceramic grinder is
gradually adjustable, allowing you to
grind salt and pepper to your desired
coarseness. The BISTRO salt and
pepper grinder is easily refillable,
and it’s made from rubber-sprayed
plastic, which gives it a non-slippery
finish and a good grip.

01

913

01

913

11368-01

TWIN

Salt and Pepper Grinder
With one easy turn of the silicone
band that serves as a non-slip
handle, the TWIN switches between
salt and pepper. Its excellent ceramic
gears make this manual grinder
extremely easy to use. The TWIN’s
shape is round on top and elliptical
at the bottom, combining the
ergonomically correct shape for
hands.
11002-01

1 BISTRO
3
PRESSOSalt
Storage
and Pepper
Jars Grinder
1 TWIN Salt and Pepper Grinder
41

TA B L E TO P

WATER CARAFES / INFUSION JUGS

BISTRO

Water Carafe
With filter
Its plastic spout makes for precise
pouring and a little rubber ball in the lid
closes the Carafe when it’s standing
upright. When it’s tilted the little ball
moves up and opens the carafe for easy
pouring. The opening is blocked by a
grid to keep ice cubes or herbs from
falling into the glass.
11187-10-02

01

913

1.0 l, 34 oz

CEYLON

Infusion Jug
With filter
The pitcher features a removable filter
that infuses water to your preferred flavor.
The lid includes a screening filter to help
prevent particulates from flowing into
your cup.
10619-10

3.0 l, 101 oz

BIASCA

Infusion Jug
With mesh filter,
Single Wall

Dishwasher Safe

Named after a small town in southern
Switzerland, the BIASCA easily brews
your favorite teas or other infused drinks.
11575-137

1.2 l, 40 oz, Single wall

BPA Free
Non-toxic plastic.
Food safe.

1 BISTRO Water Carafe
Made in
Europe
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THERMO JUGS

Thermo Jugs
Thermo Jugs are a must have necessity because they’re vacuum sealed,
double wall construction offers the
ability to keep batches of liquid or
soups hot or cold for an extended
period of time.

BISTRO

Thermo Jug
This BISTRO Thermo Jug opens with
an easy one-handed press on the lid
to let the fluids flow. The lid closes
automatically after each use. Ideal
for serving or outdoor picnic.
11189-01B		
1.1 l, 37 oz

01

913

Dishwasher Safe

BPA Free
Non-toxic plastic.
Food safe.

1 BISTRO Thermo Jug
2 BODUM® CANTEEN Double Wall Tumblers

Made in
Europe
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OUTDOOR / POOLSIDE

BODUM® has an array of BPA-free plastic products that are perfect for outdoor and
poolside service. Our new collection of unbreakable Outdoor Tumblers, allows you
to serve with BODUM® classic design silhouettes. These Outdoor Tumblers have the
same thermal properties as our glass versions, so your hot drinks will stay hot and cold
drinks will stay cold for a longer period of time and with no messy condensation rings
to worry about! Crystal clear design for the outdoors. We’ll toast to that.

2 BODUM® CANTEEN Double Wall Outdoor Tumblers
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OUTDOOR / POOLSIDE

Double Wall Outdoor Barware

COOL

Double Wall Ice Bucket
BPA-Free material
The double wall construction provides
optimum insulation and eliminates
messy condensation. Matching tongs
are neatly stored within the lid design
for easy access.
11584-913
		

Bucket & Pincers,
1.5 l, 51 oz

01

913

KIRA

Wine Coooler
BPA-Free material
The KIRA keeps bottles cooler for
longer. The double walls have an
insulated effect and will withhold
the temperature for a much longer
period of time than a single wall.
1620-10

Dishwasher Safe

BPA Free
Non-toxic plastic.
Food safe.

1 KIRA Wine Cooler
Made in
Europe
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OUTDOOR / POOLSIDE

Double Wall Tumblers

BODUM® CANTEEN

Double Wall Outdoor
Tumbler
BPA-Free material
1.
2.

11615-10
11614-10

0.45 l, 15 oz
0.25 l, 8 oz

1

2

PAVINA

Double Wall Outdoor
Tumbler
BPA-Free material
1.
2.
3.
4.

11618-10
11617-10
11616-10
11686-10

0.45 l, 15 oz
0.35 l, 12 oz
0.25 l, 8 oz
0.09 l, 3 oz
1

2

3

4

Dishwasher Safe

BPA Free
Non-toxic plastic.
Food safe.

3 PAVINA Double Wall Outdoor Tumblers
Made in
Europe
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IN ROOM

BODUM® has a collection of in room products that are both sleek and functional. Our
BISTRO Blade Coffee Grinder is small and compact in design so it takes up minimal
counter space. Its easy, push-button control allows for pulse action or continuous
grind and the strong, durable stainless steel cutting blade spins at a precise RPM.
The Burr coffee grinder is another space-saving gadget. It holds an amazing 220 gr
of coffee and therefore allows for larger quantities in one go. Twelve settings allow
you to grind from a coarse French press to a fine espresso with the ability to microadjust between settings.
These grinders are a perfect compliment to our the BISTRO Water Kettle. The electric
BISTRO Water Kettle was developed to boil water quickly and energy efficiently –
ideal for coffee, tea and instant soups.

• Compact and small – this
space efficient coffee grinder
can easily be left on the
kitchen counter.

Tea and coffee can be stored in our PRESSO storage collection made from silicone
and borosilicate glass. We offer other storage options, with lids available in wood
and stainless steel.

• The transparent lid allows you
to control the grinding progress
– the longer the grind, the finer
the grounds.
• The power cord can be tucked
away within the grinder.
• Easy, push-button control
allows for pulse action or
continuous grind.
• Strong, durable stainless
steel cutting blade that spins
at a precise RPM.
• Convenient cord storage
in base.

1 BISTRO Blade Coffee Grinder
2 PAVINA Double Wall Tumblers
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IN ROOM

Coffee Grinders
The Burr coffee grinder crushes
beans between stainless steel
conical burrs rather than slicing
them which preserves bean’s
intrinsic flavor and aroma.

• This space-saving grinder holds
an amazing 220 gr of coffee
and therefore allows for larger
quantities in one go.

BISTRO

Burr Coffee Grinder
10903-01

The Blade coffee grinder grinds
coffee beans from coarse to
fine quickly and efficiently with
its strong, durable, stainless
steel cutting blade.

01

913

01

913

70-1

73-1

BISTRO

• 12 settings allow you to grind
from a coarse French press to
a fine espresso with the ability
to micro-adjust between settings.

Blade Coffee Grinder
11160-01

• Programmable time function
for even easier handling.
• The wide open funnel prevents
spilling of the beans.
• Tightly fitting plastic lid keeps
the grounds from spilling.
• Equipped with a friction clutch,
preventing damage to the
grinding gear by the presence
of small stones.

70-1

73-1

BISTRO Burr Coffee Grinder
Measurements 120 x 156 x 275 mm
Material Plastic, rubber, silicone,
borosilicate glass, steel
Rating Europe
160 W, 220–240 V, 50Hz
Rounds per minute (r/min)
720 +/� 15" %

Blade Coffee Grinder
Measurements 90 � 95 � 166 mm
Material Plastic, stainless steel,
rubber

1 BISTRO Burr Coffee Grinder

Rating Europe 150 W, 220–240 V,
50/60 Hz
Rounds per minute (r/min)
26’000 +/� 20" %
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IN ROOM

Water Kettles
The electric BISTRO Water Kettle
was developed to boil water quickly
and energy efficiently – ideal for
coffee, tea and instant soups.

BISTRO

Water Kettle
1.
2.

11452-01
11451-01

1.0 l, 34 oz
0.5 l, 17 oz

01

913

1.1 l, 37 oz

01

913

1.7l, 57 oz

01

1

• The inner glass wall is made of
borosilicate glass, the outer one
of transparent plastic. It protects
the glass, insulates, and keeps
you from burning your fingers.

2

BISTRO

Double Wall Water Kettle

• The kettle can be lifted off its
360 degree base and has a big
opening for easy filling.

With adjustable temperature control
11659-01		

• The water only comes in contact
with glass – the process is therefore
BPA-free.
• The heating element is safely tucked
away at the bottom of the kettle
and doesn’t get in contact with
the water.
• Mesh-screened spout captures chalk
while pouring.
• The transparent container makes
it easier to control the water level.
The scale line indicates liters,
ounces and cups.

IBIS
Water Kettle

Water Kettle

Capacity 0.5 l, 17 oz – 1.0 l, 34 oz – 1.5 l,
51 oz

Descriptionl
5500-01		

913

Measurements
0.5 l: 172 � 100 � 195 mm
1.0 l: 125 � 200 � 224 mm
1.5 l: 148 � 232 � 235 mm
Material Plastic, stainless steel,
silicone
Rating Europe
0.5 l: 700 W, 220–240 V, 50/60 Hz
1.0 l: 1300 W, 220–240 V, 50/60 Hz
1.5 l: 2000 W, 220–240 V, 50/60 Hz

Double Wall Water Kettle

ETTORE

Water Kettle
Description
11175-865		

1.7l, 57 oz

Capacity 1.1 l, 37 oz
Measurements 145 � 230 � 260 mm

1 BISTRO Double Wall Water Kettle

Material Plastic, silicone, borosilicate
glass, metal, stainless steel, rubber
Rating Europe 1500 W, 220–240 V,
50/60 Hz
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IN ROOM

Storage
Our PRESSO collection is made
from silicone and borosilicate glass.
The collection invites the consumer
to have flexibility in storing many
different types of products.

PRESSO

Storage Jar
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

11132-01
11131-01
11130-01
11099-01
11129-01
11128-01

1.9 l
, 64oz
2.5 l
, 85 oz
2.0 l
, 68 oz
1.0 l
, 34 oz
0.6 l
, 20 oz
0.25 l
, 8 oz

01

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

913

We offer another storage option
with lids available in wood.
STORAGE

Storage Jar
With wood lid
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
4.

8687-109-2
8700-109-2
8650-109-2
8600-109-2
8560-109-2
8525-109-2

1.9 l
, 64oz
2.5 l, 85oz
2.0 l, 68oz
1.0 l, 34oz
0.6 l, 20oz
.25l, 8oz

CLASSIC

Storage Jar
Gold-plated stainless steel,
*Only beaker is dishwasher safe
1.
2.
3.
4.

11784-17
11714-17
11654-17
11713-17

1.8 l
, 60oz
2.0 l
, 68oz
1.0 l
, 34oz
0.6 l
, 20oz

CLASSIC
Dishwasher Safe

3 PRESSO Storage Jars
Made in
Europe

Storage Jar
Gold-plated stainless steel,
*Only beaker is dishwasher safe
1.
2.
3.
4.

11784-18
11714-18
11654-18
11713-18

1.8 l
, 60oz
2.0 l
, 68oz
1.0 l
, 34oz
0.6 l
, 20oz
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